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Significant transformations are being sustained
at Tecnometal, transformations that will provide
the company with a renewed impetus, expen-

ding its range of action. Together with ST.LA. and
Forma, Tecnometal is one of three entities making up
the Milianti Group, founded in Tuscany over forty
years ago, thanks to the entrepreneurship of founder
Sergio Milianti. The company currently processes alu-
minium, mainly for the production of two categories
of articles designed for the recreational vehicle sec-
tor, i.e. table legs and bunk ladders, reclinable and
bunk beds. And production is expected to expand,
with the addition of new products. “Tecnometal has
taken on a strategic importance within our group,”
explains Paolo Milianti, General Manager of the
Milianti Group, “which is why it will increasingly have
its own specific identity. This is a production facility
that was born about fifteen years ago as parallel
entity to ST.LA., to absorb part of its production in
the processing of aluminium, particularly bunk lad-
ders and table legs. Given the current increased
demand, with numerous requests from our custo-
mers, we’ve decided to transfer part of ST.LA.’s pro-

duction to Tecnometal; this will allow us, for instan-
ce, to shift essential processes for manufacturing
telescopic table pedestals. However, what’s even
more significant is that Tecnometal will become a
benchmark for the research and development of new
products.”
Indeed, the true innovation is the birth of the
Tecnometal Design Research Department, a specific
entity of the company dedicated to the research and
development of new products, as well as the evolu-
tion of existing products, in terms of design, and the
testing of new materials. Heading this new division is
Riccardo Minuti, a designer of proved experience
who has worked for many years at Piaggio, one of
the industry’s major manufacturers in Tuscany and a
known entity for the production of motorcycles (who
isn’t familiar with the iconic Vespa?). Minuti spent six
years as a designer in the structural division, working
on frames and chassis for scooters, later moving on
to the design department at Piaggio. “I worked for a
great deal of time in the motorcycle sector,” says
Riccardo Minuti, head of Tecnometal’s Design
Research Department, “and now I’ve been recruited
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Founded to back ST.LA. in the manufacturing of bunk ladders and table support structures,
Tecnometal will be allowed to increasingly enhance its identity, thanks to the establishment
of a research and development center designed to operate on several fronts.

Lending space to new ideas
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by Tecnometal to face a new challenge. I
liked the idea, and I’m convinced there are
concrete possibilities for development. My
job is to find new solutions in motorhome
furnishings, while optimizing existing pro-
ducts. I believe my accumulated experience
in the automotive sector will prove very use-
ful. The recreational vehicle sector is conti-
nuously evolving: much has changed and
there’s still much to change. We’ll be able
to develop new products with innovative
mechanisms, whereas for some consolida-
ted solutions we’ll need to focus on design
aspects, details and materials, creating
more functional, lighter and improved pro-
ducts from an aesthetic standpoint.”
Tecnometal can count on a well conceived
production facility, with 2000 square meters

of covered space integrated by a significant
external area, including ample handling
spaces for trucks. In 2016, the traditional
cutting and bending machines for alumi-
nium machining were flanked by a laser
cutting unit. Currently, production is focu-
sed on steps beds and cantilever supports
for tables. However, the new research cen-
ter will also be tasked with improving slee-
ping comfort, so the company will thus
focus on bed designs, in an effort to impro-
ve ergonomics while reducing weight speci-
fications and maintaining structural
strength. Tecnometal’s Design Research
Department will be equipped with a 3D
printing machine, providing greater speed
in the creation of prototypes and fast modi-
fications for specific customer requests.

Thanks to ST.LA.’s wealth of know-how and
expertise, Tecnometal is already more than
capable of elaborating new designs and
creating prototypes in short time frames, in
accordance with client needs.

Company Profile

An Italian manufacturer situated in Tuscany, Tecnometal was founded at
the start of the new millennium as a direct offshoot of ST.LA.: the latter

has been operating since 1975 in the processing of sheet metal, prevalently
for the caravan and camper sector, initially manufacturing accessories and
parts for tents (pickets, anchoring systems), and later supplying a variety of
components to major Italian manufacturers (tables, beds, steps). Today, the
company is partnered with major outfitters in the sector. Together with ST.LA.
and Forma, Tecnometal is part of the Milianti Group, an entity with total
annual revenues of roughly 15 million euros. Tecnometal’s production facili-
ties are equipped with laser cutting machinery, with 2000 sq m of covered
space and 4000 sq m of outdoor handling areas. Current production focuses
on two types of products specifically designed for the RV sector: table sup-
ports and bed steps for internal living spaces. Plans are under way to transfer
part of ST.LA.’s production to Tecnometal, with the recent establishment of
the Tecnometal Design Research Department, giving life to a well equipped
research and development center operating in synergy with the group’s other
companies.
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